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ABSTRACT 

When continuous bit streams are transmitted over packet switching networks, the 

'packetized' version of the real time traffic in a periodic sequence is distorted due to 

random transmission delay and packet loss. The need to recover the original continuous 

bit stream requires an estimation of the original source clock. This clock regeneration is 

called Circuit Emulation. Using a single phase lock loop is insufficient since the packet 

arrival jitter (PAJ) is generally very large. A circuit emulation technique that has been 

recently proposed provides algorithms to estimate the frequency difference between the 

original transmitter clock and a local retiming clock. A tracking loop similar to a PLL 

has been designed in this thesis to regenerate the original clock from the frequency dif

ference estimated. Performance and simulation are studied for the PLL. It is found that 

by an appropriate choice of the tracking loop parameters, the transmitter clock can be 

regenerated with minimal jitter and delay. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

This thesis studies how to provide constant bit rate (CBR) services over packet switch

ing networks. Switching is a key element in a communication network. It provides con

nectivity for all users in the same network. In general, there are two switching techniques 

for setting up a connection in a network: circuit switching and packet switching[17]. When 

both switching techniques are used, it is called hybrid swtching. An example of hybrid 

switching is the IEEE 802.6 Metropolitan Area Network [15]. These two switching meth

ods have different characteristics and are traditionally used for different services. Circuit 

switching provides a fixed bandwidth and constant delay connection over the entire du

ration of a call. Telephone networks are an example where circuit switching consists 

of spatial circuit switches and Time Division Multiplexing (TDM). On the other hand, 

packet switching provides flexible bandwidth allocation with random transmission delay. 

Most computer communication networks fall into this category. 

Packet switching and circuit switching were introduced to provide different service 

needs. Circuit switching, first used in telephone networks and later in satellite and cable 

networks, is best for voice and video services because of its constant delay and non-

interrupt transmission characteristics. On the other hand, data communications between 
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computers are bursty and do not require a dedicated line during the transmission. This 

makes packet switching attractive, where information bits are put in packets and trans

mitted according to either the destination address or the Virtual Circuit Identifier (VCI). 

Many local area networks (LANs) today, such as Ethernets and token-rings[23] are based 

on packet switching for computer communications. 

In general, information services can be broadly classified into two categories: Constant 

Bit Rate (CBR) and Variable Bit Rate (VBR) traffic. CBR traffic differs from VBR 

traffic in that it has a constant bit rate and a continuous bit stream input to the network. 

Therefore, as pointed out earlier, it is generally circuit switched. On the other hand, 

VBR traffic does not have a constant bit rate and does not require a constant delay 

transmission. Therefore, it is generally packet switched. 

Lately, there is a growing need to provide both types of traffic over the same net

work. There are two main approaches to this objective. The first approach uses hybrid 

switching. IEEE 802.6 is one such example, where traffic is carried by two types of slots: 

isochronous slots and non-isochronous slots. Isochronous slots are used for CBR traffic in 

a very similar way as in TDM. Non-isochronous slots are used for VBR traffic and are dy

namically allocated to users with data to transmit. Another hybrid switching example is 

the internal switching of Integrated Services Digital Network (ISDN)[17] where there are 

two independent circuit and packet switching networks for CBR and VBR traffic inside 

the network. 

The second approach is to use one single switching technique for both types of traffic. 

For example, the Integrated Services Digital Network (ISDN) uses circuit switching (the 
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Figure 1.1: Potential B-ISDN Services 

2B channels) at the user interface for users to access a variety of services such as voice and 

data. Another important example is Broadband-ISDN which uses packet switching in the 

internal network and statistical multiplexing 1 for different types of traffic such as voice, 

data, entertainment video and multimedia services [13]. These services are illustrated 

in Figure (1.1). Since B-ISDN is based on high speed statistical multiplexing and a 

packet switching technique called Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM), it has important 

advantages such as bandwidth flexibility and the capability to handle asymmetric traffic.2 

Since packet switching is used in B-ISDN for both types of traffic, random delay and 

potential packet loss inherent to the network pose a serious problem for CBR traffic. 

Therefore, Circuit Emulation[7] - [10] is introduced to overcome this problem. 

1 statistical multiplexing occurs when the capacity of an ontput channel is less than the sum of the 
peak connection band widths, but is larger than their average total bandwidth requirement 

'Asymmetric traffic means that the transmission requirement from users to the network is different 
from the network to users. Video transmission is one such example. A high speed connection is required 
for the delivery of entertainment video to home while a much lower speed connection is needed to carry 
channel-selection commands etc. to the network. 
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The purpose of circuit emulation is to eliminate the random delay due to packet switch

ing and regenerate a smooth, constant bit rate signal at the receiving end for CBR traffic. 

Circuit emulation is also important for service interoperability. Service interoperability 

becomes essential when different types of networks emerge and the need to interconnect 

these networks increases. Service interoperability requires the same service provided over 

various network combinations. For example, we may need to provide voice and video 

over a combination of a local area network, a telephone network and the future B-ISDN 

as shown in Figure (1.2). Circuit emulation becomes an essential tool to bridge packet 

switching and circuit switching networks for CBR traffic interoperability. 

1.1 Objective Of Thesis 

In this thesis, we will investigate how to provide constant bit rate (CBR) services over 

a packet switching network. Some important examples of CBR traffic include T-carrier, 

PCM voice and constant-bit-rate video. The transmission of these services over a packet 

switching network requires packetization of the signals before they are sent to the network. 

As mentioned earlier, these packets will suffer random delays in the network and may even 
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Figure 1.3: General form of Circuit Emulation in a Packet Switching Network 

be discarded when congestion occurs. This variable delay and packet loss will result in 

quality degradation of the final received signal. Variable delay can be characterized as 

the packet arrival jitter (PAJ). 

The objective is to therefore smooth or even completely eliminate the PAJ if possible. 

This jitter elimination is the key element in circuit emulation. In this thesis, we analyze 

and propose a modified scheme of the source clock recovery in [5] to smooth the PAJ. 

1.2 Issues in Circuit Emulation 

The circuit emulation problem can be better understood from the example illustrated 

in Figure (1.3), which shows two circuit switching networks interconnected by a packet 

switching network. 

To provide a CBR service (say a 64 Kb/s phone call) between circuit switching networks 

1 and 2, we need to make the interconnecting network behave also like a circuit switching 

network. In other words, we need to 'emulate' a circuit Bession in the ATM network for 

the CBR service. 
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Suppose fs is the source clock and p is the number of information bits in each packet, 

the packet generation rate is then simply fs/p- If the transmission delay is fixed, the 

packet arrival rate is the same as the periodic packet stream generated at the source 

with a constant delay. Practically, however, as packets pass through a packet switching 

network, they suffer two types of distortion: packet loss and variable packet delay. 

Packet loss in packet switching comes from congestion and transmission errors that 

occur in the routing bits of packet headers. For real time traffic such as voice and video, 

it is impossible to ask for retransmission when there is packet loss. Hence packet loss will 

result in a discontinuity in the reconstruction of the original bit stream and may even 

cause loss-of-synchronization if the lost packet contains synchronization information. 

Variable delay in packet transmission is due to unpredictable congestion when a packet 

is routed through the network. Therefore, the delay is random. As the number of vir

tual calls increases, the possibility of traffic congestion also increases. This results in a 

longer average transmission delay and larger delay fluctuation. The magnitude of delay 

variation may range from a few milliseconds in a local area network (LAN) to hundreds 

of milliseconds in a long-haul network. To eliminate this delay variation, one important 

issue in circuit emulation is to estimate the original transmitter clock from the randomly 

arriving packets. 
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1.3 Outline of the Thesis 

The rest of this thesis consists of five chapters. Chapters 2-4 provide the background 

for circuit emulation. Chapter 5 describes a modified clock recovery loop that has been 

designed in this thesis to smooth the packet arrival jitter. 

The outline of each chapter is as follows. Chapter 2 reviews packet switching, points 

out its advantages and addresses the impact of random delay and packet loss on CBR 

services. This chapter also explains the concept of Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) 

in B-ISDN. 

Chapter 3 discusses timing recovery in an Asynchronous TDM network and reviews 

the concept of pulse stuffing for frequency justification in TDM and the resulting waiting 

time jitter. This chapter also covers the basic principles of Phase Lock Loop (PLL) - an 

important tool in bit timing recovery. A detailed analysis of jitter in the phase lock loop 

and simulation for the parameter design to optimize the jitter performance of a PLL is 

done in the chapter. 

Chapter 4 discusses the circuit emulation method proposed by Liu [5], where the same 

bit stuffing method as in Asynchronous TDM is used to eliminate PA J. However, the 

stuffing control is much more involved. 

Chapter 5 deals with timing recovery for circuit emulation. A modified tracking loop is 

designed using the frequency difference estimated in [5] to recover a jitter free clock with 

minimal delay. A detailed analysis of the performance and evaluation by computer sim

ulation of the tracking loop is presented in this chapter. Simulation results are presented 

at the end of the chapter. 
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Chapter 6 gives the conclusion of the work and points out future work. Two appendices 

are given to explain the computation of jitter power spectrum and to derive the waiting 

time jitter discussed in [21], respectively. 
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CHAPTER 2 

Packet Switching Networks 

In this chapter, we review the basic characteristics of packet switching and circuit 

switching, point out the importance of using packet switching for CBR traffic, and explain 

the use of circuit emulation to remove random transmission delay in packet switching for 

CBR traffic. 

2.1 Packet Switching versus Circuit Switching 

As mentioned in Chapter 1, there are two main types of traffic: Continuous Bit Rate 

(CBR) traffic and Variable Bit Rate (VBR) traffic and packet switching is designed for 

VBR traffic and circuit switching for CBR traffic. 

In packet switching, information bits are divided into 'packets' with addresses and 

other overhead information in the packet header. Each packet is then routed through 

the network according to either the destination address (connectionless) or the virtual 

circuit identifier (VCI) (connection oriented). In contrast, circuit switching transmits 

information bits at a prescribed speed and allocates a certain fixed bandwidth for a call 

over the entire duration. Therefore, circuit switching is used primarily for stream traffic 

with a constant bit rate (e.g., 64 Kb/s PCM voice). Because a constant bandwidth is 
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reserved, circuit switching provides a constant delay transmission. On the other hand, 

it is inefficient for bursty traffic (e.g., data) where there are many idle intervals and the 

reserved bandwidth is wasted. 

Packet switching has several important advantages: dynamic bandwidth allocation, 

versatility to transport signals of many different kinds (e.g., different bit rate signals) and 

higher channel utilization through statistical multiplexing. For example, we can have 90 

Kb/s voice and 103.5 Kb/s video co-exist in the same packet switching system. On the 

other hand, speeds in T-carrier systems are limited to multiples of 64 Kb/s. 

Because of these advantages in packet switching, future Broadband ISDN is based on 

packet switching with identical size packets called cells. This packet switching technique 

is called Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM). ATM offers an innovative vehicle for future 

network integration. With ATM, various information sources can be packetized into cells 

and statistically multiplexed into the same network. This technique is described in detail 

in the next section. 

2.2 Asynchronous Transfer Mode 

Asynchronous Transfer Mode[13][14] shown in Figure (2.1) is a packet switching based 

technique. It is planned to be used in the future Broadband ISDN to provide various 

services as shown in Figure (1.1). 

As defined in B-ISDN, ATM cells are transported over the SONET carrier[16]. There

fore, cells in ATM are similar to time slots in TDM. However, unlike in TDM, cells are 

statistically multiplexed. In other words, cells from upstream are loaded into a SONET 
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frame statistically. The bandwidth or average bit rate of a service is determined by the 

average frequency of its cells sent to to the ATM network as shown in Figure (2.2). There

fore, with statistical multiplexing, ATM can transmit various CBR and VBR services with 

different bit rates. 

Once cells are multiplexed and sent to the network, they are packet switched to the 

destination. As explained in more detail in the next two sections, packet switching results 

in random delay and packet loss. For CBR services, this delay and loss is not acceptable 

and circuit emulation becomes necessary to smooth the random delay and detect the loss 

of packets. The circuit emulation problem is discussed at the end of this chapter. 
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2.3 Random Delay in Packet Switching 

Although packet switching has many advantages, it is not designed for CBR traffic 

and has some critical disadvantages. The first critical disadvantage is its random delay 

in transmission as illustrated in Figure (2.3). 

Transmission delay in packet switching can be decomposed into two components: fixed 

delay and variable delay. Fixed delay comes from the propagation delay and some fixed 

processing delays such as header processing. Variable delay comes from random access 

and queuing at switching nodes. 

Random delay due to queuing can be further explained as follows. When two or more 

packets from different sources arrive at a packet switching node with the same outgoing 

destination, only one can be forwarded. The others have to be buffered. This results 
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in random contention or queuing delay. This random delay, in general, depends on the 

medium access (statistical or deterministic multiplexing) and switching protocols, network 

traffic intensity, and network capacity. For example, if the utilization or traffic input of 

a switch is high, traffic contention is high. In general, this results in longer average delay 

and larger delay variation. 

To illustrate random delay, consider the simple M/M/l queue[22], which assumes a 

Poisson arrival process and an exponential departure process. The mean queuing delay 

for this system, in terms of mean service rate /i, is given by: 

where u is the utilization factor. The expected number of customers in the system and the 

variance of number of packets N in the system can be expressed in terms of the utilization 

u as: 

From Equations (2.1), (2.2) and (2.3), we can see that as the utilization factor increases, 

both the the queue size and its variance and average delay grow quickly. 

In a long-haul system where many packet switches are interconnected, the packet 

delay variation will be even larger. The delay will be even worse if there is no careful flow 

control. In data gram packet switching, additional delay variation comes transmissions 

(2.2) 

and 

°N = «/(l ~ «)2 (2.3) 
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over different paths[12]. This multi-path delay variation is not important for CBR traffic 

since (connection oriented) virtual circuits are always used. 

2.4 Packet Loss 

In addition to random delay, packets can be lost in packet switching. There are two 

sources of packet loss. First, when a packet needs to be buffered during contention but 

the buffer is full, the packet will be simply discarded or lost. Another possibility of packet 

loss is due to packet misrouting because of transmission errors in the packet header. 

Packet loss usually can be simply detected. One method for detecting packet loss is to 

use a cyclic sequence number. At the transmitter, each packet is inserted with a number 

that is cyclically numbered according to the transmission sequence. At the receiver, lost 

packets can be detected if the numbers are not cyclically continuous. 

When packet loss is detected, most data communications will require retransmission. 

However, for real time CBR applications, there is no time for retransmission. In addition, 

the lost packet may contain important synchronization bits or patterns as mentioned ear

lier. Therefore, packet loss can be devastating to CBR traffic. For example, if framing bits 

are lost, frame timing can be lost also at the receiver 1 . Furthermore, when packets are 

lost, the 'average' packet arrival rate will be different from the original packet generation 

rate. Therefore, packet loss may also result in wrong bit rate recovery for CBR traffic. 

Therefore, packet loss can be a serious disadvantage for CBR traffic through a packet 

switching network. 

1 Methods used to correct frame loss and to recover service synchronization are discussed in papers [6] 
and [9] 
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2.5 Circuit Emulation for CBR Traffic in Packet Switching 

The function of circuit emulation is to smooth the random delay and packet loss 

described above. Lately, there is a rapid growth of computer networks, especially local 

area networks (LANs). With the increase in networks like LANs and future ATM/B-

ISDN discussed earlier, circuit emulation becomes essential to provide CBR traffic such 

as voice and video using packet switching techniques. 

A generic circuit emulation problem is illustrated in Figure (2.4). The continuous bit 

stream traffic at the source (transmitter) is sent to a packet switching network such as an 

ATM network in a periodic packet stream. Due to the random delay and potential packet 

loss, packets arrive at the destination (receiver) with random packet arrival jitter (PAJ). 

In order to reconstruct the CBR signal at the receiver, the receiver must regenerate a 

smooth clock similar to the one at the transmitter. Therefore, the purpose of circuit 

emulation is to derive the original transmitter clock from the randomly arriving packet 

stream. 

If the transmitter clock is known, circuit emulation becomes very simple. The CBR 

stream reconstruction can be done by simply buffering the received packets for a duration 

equal to the maximum packet delay and using a read clock equal to the transmitter 

clock. In the case of packet loss, we can simply insert dummy packets. However, to know 

the transmitter clock at the receiver, we have to distribute clock timing throughout the 

network. This can be expensive for a large and widely distributed network. Therefore, it 

is more realistic to assume that the transmitter clock is unknown to the receiver. 
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When the transmitter clock is unknown, it must be recovered from the randomly 

arriving packet stream. This problem is very similar to bit timing recovery in digital 

communications, where the transmitter clock is recovered from the received bit stream. 

However, bit timing jitter is small in most digital transmission systems and using a phase 

lock loop (PLL) is sufficient. In our case, however, packet arrival jitter is large and 

using a phase lock loop alone is insufficient. A simple circuit emulation algorithm has 

been proposed by Liu in [5]. The approach is similar to that in asynchronous TDM. 

In the following chapters, we will review the background of asynchronous TDM and the 

algorithm proposed by Liu. A new modified scheme is presented later in the thesis for 

regenerating the original transmitter clock with essentially zero jitter. 
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CHAPTER 3 

Timing Recovery in Asynchronous TDM 

In the previous chapters, we have pointed out the random delay and packet loss issues 

in sending CBR traffic over packet switching networks. As indicated, circuit emulation 

is an important technique to smooth the bursty arrival packets. A circuit emulation 

technique proposed by Liu [5] uses negative stuffing that can easily and effectively remove 

bursty delay or packet arrival jitter (PAJ). Negative stuffing or pulse stuffing has been 

used in asynchronous Time Division Multiplexing (TDM) networks for a long time [2][3]. 

To understand how the same technique can be used in circuit emulation, this chapter 

reviews the concept of negative stuffing and explains what waiting time jitter is. 

3.1 Synchronization in Asynchronous Digital Networks 

In current digital telephone networks, low speed digital signals are multiplexed to a 

higher rate signal in the time domain for transmission. This is called Time Division Mul

tiplexing (TDM). There are two types of TDM networks: synchronous and asynchronous. 

In synchronous TDM networks, the lower rate upstream signals that come to a digital 

multiplexer have exactly the same bit rate. Therefore, multiplexing them in the time 

domain is straightforward by bit or byte interleaving. 
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However, in asynchronous TDM networks, upstream signals have slightly different 

bit rates. For example, four T1 signals input to an M12 multiplexer in T-carriers may 

have input bit rates 1.544 Mb/s plus an inaccuracy up to 50 ppm. Therefore, frequency 

justification or "alignment" of the frequencies is necessary before multiplexing [1]. An 

important frequency justification technique is called pulse stuffing. This technique is used 

in all T-carrier multiplexers. The objective of pulse stuffing is to bring the bit rates of 

each of the upstream signals to a common rate governed by a local clock. In practice, 

the local clock is designed to be a little faster (but not too much faster) than the bit rate 

of any upstream signal. When an upstream signal comes to the multiplexer, its bits are 

first stored in a local buffer at the incoming bit rate. At the same time, the stored bits 

are read by the local clock (see Figure (3.1)). This buffer is called the elastic buffer. 

To perform pulse stuffing or frequency justification, the read clock is divided into time 

frames. Each retiming frame has one stuffing opportunity or one stuffing bit. The rest of 

the frame is overhead and information bits. Since the local clock is faster than the bit rate 

of any incoming signal, the buffer occupancy will be lower than a given threshold and will 

eventually underflow if every pulse stuffing bit is used to carry one information bit stored 

in the buffer. To prevent this, we stop reading one bit during the stuffing opportunity 

if the buffer occupancy is lower than the threshold. In other words, the stuffing bit in 
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the retiming frame will carry nothing when the buffer occupancy is low. This temporary 

stopping of reading one bit is called positive stuffing. To implement positive stuffing in 

TDM, the clock transition of the read clock at the stuffing bit is simply "suppressed". 

The modified read clock is therefore called gapped clock because of this suppression. 

Since the upstream bits are being written to the buffer continuously, positive stuffing 

will suddenly increase the buffer occupancy by one bit after the stuffing bit interval. On 

the other hand, if the buffer occupancy is still higher than the threshold when the next 

stuffing opportunity comes, positive stuffing will not be performed. In this case, the 

stuffing bit carries one bit of information from upstream. This is called negative stuffing. 

By doing this (positive/negative stuffing), we can maintain the buffer occupancy around 

the given threshold if the following condition is satisfied: 

floe ^ — fin ^ floe 

where L is the number of bits in the retiming frame, and and fioc are the upstream 

and local clock frequencies, respectively. In the above equation, the lower frequency limit 

on the left hand side corresponds to the case where every stuffing bit is used for positive 

stuffing, and the higher limit on the right corresponds to the case where every stuffing bit 

is used for negative stuffing. 

The percentage that we perform positive stuffing is called stuffing ratio p, which can 

be expressed as: 

L - P  _  fin 

L floe 

or 

P — (1 — fin/floe)!' (3.1) 
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When pulse stuffing is used to multiplex asynchronous signals, the stuffed bits need to 

be removed at the demultiplexer where original upstream signals are recovered. Therefore, 

we need to recover the bit timing of the original upstream signal. This means we need 

to remove and smooth the gaps of the gapped clock in the desynchronizer. As described 

earlier, each gap corresponds to a positive stuffing. Practically, these gaps cannot be 

completely removed and the residual timing jitter due to these gaps is called waiting time 

jitter. Since a typical digital transmission link may consist of many multiplexers and 

demultiplexers, jitter will be accumulated. Therefore, it is important to control waiting 

time jitter due to stuffing. The next section gives a detailed analysis on waiting time 

jitter. 

3.2 Analysis Of Waiting Time Jitter 

At the desynchronizer, information bits are written into a buffer memory at the input 

bit rate. A block diagram of the desynchronizer is shown in Figure (3.2). The write clock 

is derived from timing recovery and is the same as the gapped clock at the multiplexer. 

Therefore, this gapped write clock will not write stuffed bits into the local elastic buffer. 

The read clock to the buffer is a continuous clock derived from a timing recovery circuit. 

The elastic buffer at the desynchronizer is equivalent to the phase detector of a phase lock 

loop (PLL) and the buffer occupancy is used as the phase difference between the write 

clock (input clock with gaps) and read clock (from the local voltage controlled oscillator). 

Therefore, the purpose of the loop is to recover the input clock by removing the gaps. 
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Figure 3.2: Block Diagram of a Desynchronizer 

Since the input clock has gaps, the buffer occupancy or the phase difference has sudden 

changes. Duttweiler[2] has analyzed this problem and derived an expression of the timing 

jitter at the VCO output because of the gaps. Since the circuit emulation technique 

proposed by Liu[5] is also based on stuffing, we will review Duttweiler's derivation for the 

jitter and its power spectrum below. 

First, we note that the buffer occupancy at the multiplexer is proportional to the phase 

difference of the original upstream clock and the local gapped clock. If we define j(p,t) 

as the phase difference1 of the local clock and upstream clock at the multiplexer divided 

by 2jt, we have: 

j(p, /) = Local Clock Phase - Upstream Clock Phase = (A - 1) + pt - [/>[<]] (3.2) 

where the time t has been normalized in a way that every integer t is a stuffing opportunity. 

This phase expression is elaborated in the following. 

From the discussion in the previous section, the phase difference increases at the rate 

of (fioc — fin) if there is no positive stuffing. Since the rate of a stuffing opportunity is 

'The variable p here indicates that the jitter also depends on the itnffing ratio p as shown later in the 
analysis. 
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Figure 3.3: Typical Stuffing Jitter Waveform for Stuffing Ratio = 5/14 

fioc/L, the normalized buffer occupancy decreases at a rate: 

If the initial phase difference is assumed to be (A - 1), the first two terms in Equa

tion (3.2) give the buffer occupancy as a function of the normalized time. The third term 

[/)[/]] is the stuffing term and [z] is a function of x equal to the largest integer not greater 

than x. The use of [<] in the term means that stuffing is allowed only at integral values 

of t. Also, by the definition of p (the average stuffing ratio), [/?[/]] equals the number of 

positive stuffings that have occurred. 

One can note that pt - [/)[*]] lies between 0 and 2. For example, let the stuffing ratio 

be 0.99( note that 0 < p < 1 ). Therefore, at t = 0, pt - [p[<]] = 0, at t = 1, it is 

0.99, at t = 1.99, it is 1.97, and at t = 2, it is 0.98. As a result, phase difference j(.) is 

maintained between A± 1. An example of j(p, t) i6 illustrated in Figure (3.3) for stuffing 

ratio 5/14 » 0.357. The positive stuffings occur at <=3, 6, 9, etc. 

The phase difference j(p,t) in Equation (3.2) can be considered as the jitter with 

respect to the original upstream clock. Therefore, at the desynchronizer, the objective 

is to reduce this jitter. As mentioned earlier, the residual jitter is called the waiting 

(3.3) 
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time jitter. In Duttweiler's paper, the input jitter is considered as a random process and 

its power spectrum is obtained by the Fourier transform of the covariance of the jitter 

random process. 

A detailed derivation of the frequency components of the waiting time jitter due to 

stuffing[21] is given in the Appendix B. The final expression for the power spectrum of 

waiting time jitter given by Duttweiler[2] is: 

£(2^)W + + ~ n^ + ^5xn^repSV + nf>^+ Tep6^ ~ UP^ ^ n=l n=l 

where 

rep 6(f) = ̂  6{f - n) 
n 

is a periodic delta function. 

3.3 Timing Recovery: Phase Lock Loop 

Since the desynchronizer in Figure (3.2) is essentially a Phase Lock Loop[2], we will 

review the model of a PLL, based on which we will develop simulation for our circuit 

emulation study in the following chapters. 

The use of a PLL in the timing recovery process is to regenerate the original trans

mitter clock. For example, in the above discussion on asynchronous multiplexing and 

demultiplexing, the timing recovery process is the regeneration of the original upstream 

clock. A PLL is used to remove the gaps in the stuffed signal. 

The PLL shown in Figure (3.4) is a feedback loop consisting of a phase detector (PD), 

a loop filter (LF), and a voltage controlled oscillator (VCO). These basic elements are 

described in the following. 
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Figure 3.4: Typical Structure of a Phase Lock Loop 

A. Phase Detector 

The phase detector in a PLL is used to generate a voltage proportional to the phase 

difference between the received signal and the VCO output. Therefore, an ideal phase 

detector will generate an output: 

Ve = 

where is the phase difference in radians and the factor Kj, is called the phase detector 

conversion gain. 

As an example, the elastic buffer in the desynchronizer discussed in the previous section 

is a phase detector used for timing recovery. Since bits are written or read at the rate of 

one bit per 2phase (when there is a gap in the write clock, the phase stops advancing 

and stays the same, and there is no bit written), the buffer occupancy is proportional to 

the phase difference between the read and write clocks to the elastic buffer. 

Specifically, we have 

for the elastic buffer. 

B. The VCO 

The VCO is an oscillator whose instantaneous frequency is controlled by an input 

voltage. Its natural frequency, which is determined by an external resistor capacitor 
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network, is the oscillating frequency when the input control voltage is zero. Therefore, 

the instantaneous frequency of a VCO can be expressed as: 

w„co(0 = KvcoVCOin(t) + Wo (3.6) 

where LJvco is the instantaneous VCO output frequency in radians per second, ucom(t) is 

the input control voltage from the loop filter, Kvco is the VCO conversion gain in radians 

per second volt, and u>o/(2jt) = fTes<mant is the natural frequency. 

When the PD and VCO are connected in a negative feedback loop as shown in Fig

ure (3.4), the input control voltage drives the VCO in synchronization with the input 

signal. Hence when input phase is locked, the VCO output phase is identical to the input 

phase, except for some jitter and a finite phase difference necessary to generate a nonzero 

voltage that drives the VCO. 

C. The Loop Filter 

The dynamic characteristics of a phase lock loop are controlled primarily by the loop 

filter. The inclusion of the loop filter in a PLL is for two major reasons. First, it removes 

high frequency components from the output voltage of the phase detector. Secondly, it 

determines the trade-off between acquisition bandwidth and the recovered clock jitter. A 

typical loop filter is a simple low pass filter with the transfer function: 

~ 1 + sRC 

where RC is the time constant of the loop filter. 
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3.3.1 Transfer Function of the PLL 

Let the input frequency be w,„, which can be expressed in terms of the VCO resonant 

frequency wo as UQ + (w,n - u;0) for convenience. The input phase is then: 

6(t) = (u>,„ - w0)t + j(t) (3.7) 

where j(t) is the phase jitter j{p,t) defined earlier. Therefore, we can assume that the 

input is of the form >l[cos(u>,nf + 0(i))]. 

If we assume that the VCO output phase is <j>{t), then the elastic buffer has the phase 

error signal: 

e(t) = Kt{0{t) - </>(t)) = " <"o)t + j(t) - <Mt)] (3.8) 

The VCO input is therefore: 

VCOin(t) = e(t) * l(t) 

where l(t) is the loop filter impulse response. The instantaneous VCO frequency as shown 

in Equation (3.6) is: 

2t fvco ~ hvcoVCOin(t) -f- 2ir/resonant 

where KVC0vcoin(t) = is called the control signal c(t) [17]. Substituting for vcoin(t) 

and e(t), we have: 

*'(<) = JWWW-Ml •*(<) 

Taking Laplace transforms, we have: 

s$(s) = tf[0(s) - $(a)]L(s) 
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or 

*w = j™0W <3-9> 

where K = KVC0K$ and from Equation (3.7): 

0W = ̂  + JW 

The phase error at the elastic buffer output, using Equation (3.9) can be expressed as: 

9M - *(,) = 9(j)(l - 7fgg_) = ^ (3.10) 

The phase transfer function of the PLL [4][17] from the input phase 6 ( t )  and VCO 

phase is defined as 

ji(s\ _ *(s) 
- ©w 

From Equation (3.9): 

$(s) _ KL{s) 
©(«) " a + KL(s) 

Substituting for the loop filter transfer function L(s), the PLL transfer function becomes: 

• s2 + SJrC^K/RC <wl> 

This all pole second order transfer function2 can be expressed in the following standard 

notation: 

K/RC _ u2
n 

s> + s/RC + K/RC s2 + 2un(a + w* 

where 

2In general, order of the phase transfer function is equal to the order of the loop filter + 1 [17] 
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is essentially the bandwidth of the PLL, 

^ 2RCu>n 2SJK • RC 

is called the damping factor, and 

in our case using the elastic buffer as the phase detector. The poles of the transfer function 

Thus, increasing K increases the cutoff frequency or the bandwidth of the PLL. Increasing 

RC can help reducing the bandwidth, but it reduces the damping constant £ at the same 

time. Therefore, if RC is large, the phase response will have a large peak. 

3.4 Jitter Analysis and PLL Simulation 

To study the performance of the circuit emulation technique discussed in the next 

chapter, we describe a PLL simulation model in this section. A block diagram of the 

model is shown in Figure (3.5). We will demonstrate some results in the next section. 

are 

1 , .y/AKRC — 1 1 
2 RC J IRC IRC 

where 
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Figure 3.5: Block Diagram of PLL Model to remove Gaps due to Stuffing 
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Figure 3.6: Retiming Frame Structure 

3.4.1 Stuffed Timing Generation 

The first step in the simulation is to generate a stuffed timing or gapped clock. This 

gapped clock generation is based on the negative stuffing retiming mentioned earlier. The 

retiming frame structure is shown in Figure (3.6). 

We assume the retiming frame size L = 1281, one stuffing bit plus 1280 information 

bits. For a positive stuffing ratio p, the frame, on average, will have L — 1 + (1 - p) or 

L — p information bits. Let 

Therefore, given a p, negative stuffing will be done every / or I + 1 frames3 . Choice of 

I or 7 + 1 is controlled by two counters Sj and Sn defined below: 

3 A gap will occur at every stuffing position when there is no negative stuffing 
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S f .  counter for the number of retiming frames, and 

Sn' counter for the number of negative stuffings. 

To maintain the ratio Sn/Sj equal to 1 — p in the long run, we use the following simple 

algorithm proposed by Liu: 

1. I' = I is chosen if the current ratio Sn/Sf is lower than 1 — p, and 

2. I' = I + 1 is chosen if Sn/Sf is higher than 1 — p. 

Once this is decided, the next Sn is incremented by 1 and 5/ is incremented by I'. 

The counters Sn and Sf are initially set to zero. 

At a given stuffing ratio p, a stuffed signal according to the frame format in Figure (3.6) 

• has been generated using a computer program. A corresponding gapped clock equal to 

the input clock is used as an input to the PLL for jitter analysis. 

3.4.2 PLL Simulation 

The following PLL simulation is based on the model designed by Liu. From Equa

tion (3.6), we have: 

Since the output phase of the VCO clock is the integral of the frequency, we have: 

Therefore, the core of the PLL simulation is to perform the above integration. Since 

2ir fvcoify — ico"®®in(^) "t" fresonant (3.12) 

(3.13) 
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if the elastic buffer occupancy signal is w(t), we have: 

VCO(s) = W(s) • 

In the time domain, this translates to: 

vcoin(t) = vcoin(tlast)e~L~™t' + -^7 f dt! (3.14) 
Jtla„ 

for tiast < t < tnext, where tia3t and tnext are two consecutive time points at which the 

buffer occupancy changes to different values. In other words, the buffer occupancy w(t) 

has no change between tia3i and tnext • 

From Equation (3.14), we can compute vcoin(t) at any time from the buffer occupancy 

function w(t). By integrating vcoi„(t), we can compute the VCO output phase as a 

function of time: 

^ /inert f 

$ (tnext) = <A('/ast) "t" fresonanti^next ^last) "t" I^vco I VCOjn(t )dt 

Substituting for the last term by 

[inext t'—tinMt /inert ft* 
vcoin(tiast) I e~ rc dt'+ w(t) RC I (/ e~~Rc dt)dt' (3.15) 

^Joat ^loit "tla§ t 

and simplifying further, we have: 

^{tncxt) = ^i^last) H" fTcaonant{tnext ~ tlaat) "I" Kvco[RC (vCOin(tlast) 

-w(0)(l " e-'^Te"") + u,(t)(tnert - <,.,«)] (3-16) 

In the simulation, w(t) is input from the previous gapped clock generation stage. Using 

Equation(3.16), we can get the VCO phase as a function of time. 
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3.5 Simulation Results 

In the simulation, the natural frequency of the VCO fresonant is set equal to 1.544 

MHz to simulate DS-1 signals. The parameters Kvco and RC are varied to study the 

influence on jitter at the VCO output. The original clock frequency is related to the 

negative stuffing ratio p and VCO resonant frequency fresonant by: 

where (p / ( L  - 1)) x 106 is the ppm offset between original input rate /,„ and the nominal 

rate fresonant• The 'normalized' jitter in bits is defined as the difference between the VCO 

phase and the original upstream clock phase: 

W l - f t  
2jt Jxn 

where <j>(t) is given by Equation (3.16). The dependence of output jitter on p and the 

parameters RC and Kvc0 can be understood from the following. 

From Equation (3.9), the phase error between the VCO phase <j>{i) and input phase 

(u)in - u>o)t can be obtained as: 

) fresonant 

$(s)-
W,„ ~ W0 

Defining the steady state phase error as : 

limt-+os{${s) -
Wi„ - w0 ) 

we have 

sKL(s) fresonant fin (3.17) 
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From Equation (3.17), we can see that the steady state phase error is larger for smaller 

K. Therefore, increasing K reduces the steady state jitter. However, this will increase 

the cutoff frequency of the PLL. In general, the elastic buffer output signal e(<), given 

by Equation (3.10) will have jitter components at higher frequencies than the signal 

- (win - «o)t) at the PLL output, because the high frequency components of input 

jitter will be filtered out. The cutoff frequency can be made smaller by increasing RCt at 

the cost of low damping. 

3.5.1 Peaking in a Phase Lock Loop 

Given the phase transfer function H ( s ) ,  the VCO output phase $(s) = H ( s ) Q ( s ) ,  

where 0(s) = (w;n - wo)/s2 + J(s), the second term being the jitter defined earlier. 

Therefore, the power spectrum at the output of the PLL is the product of the power 

spectrum of the input and the magnitude squared of the frequency response of the PLL: 

SoutU) = \H{f)\2Sin(f) 

From the PLL transfer function in Equation (3.11), the magnitude squared of the transfer 

function \H(f)\2 may be greater than unity4 in some range of frequencies which causes 

some components in the input to be amplified. This is called peaking. The peaking 

property makes the PLL less useful because the amplification may become severe when a 

number of PLLs are cascaded in series. We can write 

WflC)' 
1  " ; l  ~'e(jw) ~  ( K / R C ? + ( 1 / R C > -  I K / R C j w *  +  

4The gain at DC is always nnity 
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This is greater than unity if 

u2 < IK IRC - 1/RC2 

or for the frequency range 

/ < ̂ 2K/RC - 1/RC2 

We can see clearly that there will be n o peak i n g  f or any u if 2K/RC < 1/RC2. 

3.5.2 Time Domain Jitter Behavior 

The input jitter signal for p = 0.366 and 0.128 is shown in Figures (3.7) and (3.8) 

respectively, and the output jitter behavior for various values of PLL parameters is sum

marized in Figures (3.9) to (3.14). For a stuffing ratio of 0.366, the oscillating frequency 

is about 441 Hz obtained as the difference between the original input frequency and the 

VCO resonant frequency: 

fin fresonant — j fresonant 

Figure (3.9) shows the output jitter for a stuffing ratio of 0.366 and a time constant 

of 0.5 msec. It is clear that the steady state jitter could be substantially reduced by 

increasing the VCO gain from 100000 to 120000. As a result, the cutoff frequency of the 

PLL increases from about 898 Hz to about 983 Hz. Since the change in cutoff frequency of 

the PLL is not significant, the amplitude oscillation of the output jitter does not change 

significantly. By increasing the time constant RC from 0.5 msec to 5 msec, the cutoff 

frequency reduces from 983 Hz to 311 Hz (Figure (3.10). Since lower cutoff frequency 

means higher attenuation of jitter components, we can see that the amplitude oscillation 
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Figure 3.7: Input Jitter signal for a Stuffing Ratio of 0.366 
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Figure 3.8: Input Jitter signal for a Stuffing Ratio of 0.128 
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in the output jitter decreases when RC is increased. Similarly, Figure (3.11) shows that 

for a stuffing ratio of 0.128 and a time constant of 1msec, increasing Kvco reduces the 

output jitter. The oscillating frequency for p = 0.128 is 154 Hz. This indicates that 

for proper jitter attenuation at the VCO output, the cutoff frequency has to be smaller 

than it was for p = 0.366. As a result of increasing RC from 1 ms to 6 ms, the cutoff 

frequency reduces from 695 Hz to 284 Hz. Therefore, amplitude oscillation of jitter will 

be much smaller for RC = 6 msec than for RC= 1 msec. The output jitter characteristics 

for p = 0.128 for different values of RC are shown in Figure (3.12). Similar graphs are 

shown in Figures (3.13) and (3.14) for a stuffing ratio of 0.05, for which the oscillating 

frequency is 60 Hz. By choosing RC larger than it was for stuffing ratios 0.366 and 0.128, 

the amplitude oscillation of jitter could be reduced as shown. 

From the results obtained, we can conclude that smaller the stuffing ratio, larger is 

the time constant RC that has to be chosen, inorder to increase the jitter attenuation 

at the output. However, large peaks will occur in the output jitter as shown in Fig

ures (3.10),(3.12) and (3.14) as a result of increasing RC, because of reduced damping 

constant (. 

From Equation (3.17), we can conclude that the steady state phase error is directly 

proportional to the difference (/resonant - fin)- If we define the percentage of having 

negative stuffing as: 

P= — Jresonant 

Jresonant /L 
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Figure 3.9: Waiting Time Jitter with a Stuffing Ratio of 0.366 and various VCO Gains 

we can see that the steady state phase error is directly proportional to the negative stuffing 

ratio p. Therefore, we have larger steady state phase error5 for larger values of p as seen 

in Figures (3.9),(3.11) and (3.13). 

The evaluation of the frequency content of jitter is explained in the following section. 

5 Note that the steady state error will be negative according to the definition of p 
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Figure 3.10: Waiting Time Jitter with a Stuffing Ratio of 0.366 and various Time constants 
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Figure 3.11: Waiting Time Jitter with a Stuffing Ratio of 0.128 and various VCO Gains 
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Figure 3.12: Waiting Time Jitter with a Stuffing Ratio of 0.128 and various Time constants 
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Figure 3.13: Waiting Time Jitter with a StuiRng Ratio of 0.05 and various VCO Gains 
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Figure 3.14: Waiting Time Jitter with a Stuffing Ratio of 0.05 and various Time constants 
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3.5.3 Jitter Power Spectrum 

Once jitter, as a function of time, is generated from the PLL simulation, we can 

compute its power spectrum. From the power spectrum, we can determine the frequency 

content of the jitter and evaluate the performance of the PLL. Since jitter obtained from 

our simulation is discrete in time, we can simply use techniques such as periodogram[19] 

to estimate the power spectral density. 

Specifically, if x(n) is the discrete time jitter derived from the analog signal j(nT3), 

where Ts is the time spacing of the sampled jitter signal, the estimated power spectrum 

can be expressed as: 

SN(k) = (1 /N) I X(k) |2= l/JV[jr(jfc)][jr'(A)],* = 0,1,2,...,JV - 1. (3.18) 

where X(k) is the discrete Fourier transform (DFT) of signal x(n). SN(k) is called the 

periodogram spectral estimate. A detailed procedure for interpolating the jitter data is 

described in Appendix A. A computer program is written to compute the DFT of the 

sequence and evaluate the periodogram spectral estimate as in Equation(3.18). 

Figures (3.15) and (3.16) show the smoothing effect of the PLL on the input jitter. 

The figures illustrate the power spectrum of the input jitter against that of output jitter 

for stuffing ratios 0.366 and 0.128. For p = 0.366, Kvco = 100000 and RC = 0.5msec, the 

cutoff frequency fc of the PLL is about 1.2 KHz while the oscillating frequency of jitter is 

about 441 Hz. For a stuffing ratio of 0.128, Kvco = 100000 and RC = lmsec, the cutoff is 

about 884 Hz and the oscillating frequency of jitter is 154 Hz. As mentioned before, the 

input has components at higher frequencies than the output jitter. This is because, high 
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Figure 3.15: Input vs. Output Jitter Power Spectrum for a Stuffing Ratio of 0.366 

frequency components in the input are smoothed by the low pass filtering of the PLL. 

However, some frequency components in the output are larger than in the input due to 

the 'peaking' property of the PLL. Using the values of kvco and RC, the frequencies at 

which the gain is greater than unity are / < 1.2 KHz for a stuffing ratio of 0.366 and 

/ < 884 Hz for a stuffing ratio of 0.128. 
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CHAPTER 4 

Circuit Emulation 

When CBR traffic is transmitted over a packet switching network such as the B-

ISDN/ATM network, the signal bits are transmitted in packets. As pointed out in Chap

ter 2, packets transmitted over a packet switching network suffer random delay and packet 

loss [22][23]. With the background of negative stuffing in asynchronous TDM discussed 

in the previous chapter, this chapter describes in detail the circuit emulation approach 

by Liu [5] that removes random delay using a similar negative stuffing technique. 

If the original transmitter or source clock ftx is known to the receiver, circuit emulation 

becomes very simple: we can simply use a buffer that stores randomly arriving packets 

and read them according to the transmitter clock. However, we do not know ftx in most 

practical cases. Therefore, if we read the buffer at either a higher or lower speed, the 

buffer will eventually underflow or overflow. To avoid this, we need some mechanism to 

adapt our local timing or read clock so that on average, the clock rate is the same as the 

transmitter clock. We also need to carefully minimize the timing jitter introduced when 

we do the clock adaptation. In other words, we need to make this adaptation as smooth 

as possible. 
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The basic motivation for using negative stuffing for circuit emulation is the same as 

that in asynchronous TDM: clock adaptation or frequency justification. However, since 

packets arrive in a much more bursty fashion, the adaptation can be rapid and unsmooth 

if we simply adapt the clock according to the buifer occupancy. Therefore, when to 

perform negative stuffing is not as straightforward as it is in asynchronous TDM. For an 

understanding of smooth clock adaptation, next section gives a conceptual description 

of the negative stuffing control proposed by Liu[5]. A more detailed and quantitative 

description is given in the remaining sections. 

4.1 Concept of Negative Stuffing in Circuit Emulation 

From the discussion of negative stuffing in the previous chapter, stuffing ratio p is the 

average percentage of having negative stuffing. Therefore, if p is known, stuffing can be 

performed smoothly even when packets arrive very burstily. Consequently, packet arrival 

jitter can be significantly reduced. Therefore, we see that knowing p or having a good 

estimation of it is a key to circuit emulation. 

In the case of asynchronous TDM, we have pointed out that the buffer occupancy in 

the multiplexer elastic buffer is proportional to the phase difference of the local clock 

and original transmitter clock. The slope of the saw tooth curve of the phase difference 

as shown in Figure (3.3) or the rate of change of buffer occupancy is proportional to 

the frequency difference and consequently proportional to p. Therefore, in asynchronous 

TDM, buffer occupancy is used to perform stuffing. 
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Figure 4.1: Buffer Occupancy Fluctuation due to Random Packet Arrivals 

On the other hand, when packets are transmitted over a packet switching network, 

packets arrive very burstily and buffer occupancy cannot be used directly for stuffing 

control. As illustrated in Figure (4.1), the buffer occupancy is strongly subject to random 

packet arrivals or packet arrival jitter. Therefore, we need to use other ways to control 

stuffing. Specifically, we need to estimate the stuffing ratio so that stuffing can be per

formed uniformly and smoothly. Accurate estimation of p is explained in the remaining 

sections. 

Figure (4.2) gives the circuit emulation block diagram. It consists of two parts. The 

left hand part does signal retiming and negative stuffing. In this stage, the arrival packets 

are buffered at the elastic buffer and retimed by a local clock. Since the original signal 

rate is unknown, negative stuffing is used to adjust the difference between the original 

clock and the local retiming clock. The right hand part of the emulator is essentially 
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Figure 4.2: Block Diagram for Circuit Emulation 

the desynchronizer discussed in chapter 3. Its function is to eliminate the stuffing bits or 

smooth the gapped clock. 

4.2 Parameter Definitions 

To explain how to estimate the stuffing ratio p, this section first defines some important 

parameters. 

L: Payload size of the retiming frame which reads data from the retiming stage buffer; 

fo: Local retiming clock frequency. This is a constant; 

fnns- Average bit rate from the elastic buffer in the first stage if no negative stuffing 

is performed. Therefore, 

fnna = /o ̂  j (4-1) 

Tf. Retiming frame time. Therefore, we have 

T  L  ~ L + 1  

fnns fo 

f tx: Average input rate to the buffer equal to the original transmitter rate; In practice, 

this is unknown to the receiver. 
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p: Payload size of each input packet ; 

Tg: Packet generation delay which is equal to p/ftx ' , 

fc: Transmission bit rate of the carrier packet switching network; 

Tp: Packet payload transmission duration due to carrier bit rate which is p//c; 

For the purpose of negative stuffing control discussed later, we require the following 

condition for L and p: 

L = np 

where n is an integer. This condition implies that if the packet delay is constant and the 

retiming frame time Tj is n times the packet generation time Tg of the source, there will 

be exactly n packets in each frame. In other words, if f t x  = /una, we expect to receive n 

complete packets during every retiming frame, assuming there is no packet loss. 

Dk- Transmission delay of the kih packet. We assume 

Dmin ^ Dk < D max 

Here Z?mjn is the minimum possible transmission delay1 and Dmax is the maximum 

possible transmission delay in the network. 

Tat art'- Time we start reading the first packet at the the first elastic buffer. As it is 

shown by Liu in [5], T,tart is required to be greater than Tp + Dmax to prevent buffer 

underflow. 

From the same reason that gives Equation (3.1), we have 

fnns(l + Pll) = ftX (4.2) 

1Dmin is simply the propagation delay if there is no switching delay. 
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Therefore, we have 

ftx fnns T 
P=—f 1 

Jnns 

This stuffing ratio is the average percentage of having negative stuffing and is different 

from the stuffing ratio defined in Chapter 3. Since p is between 0 (pure positive stuffing) 

and 1 (pure negative stuffing), ftx is limited between 

fnns ~ ftx — fo 

Therefore, a variation of x in ppm for ftx is allowable if 

fnns < ftx( 1  - ® X  1 0 " 6 )  <  f ix  < f tx( 1 + XX 1(T6) < f0 

Since we assume f tx  > fnna, we have 

= np/ fnn3 = T f  (4.3) 
Jtx Jtx 

This inequality means that input packets arrive at a faster rate on an average than the 

retiming rate, if we do not perform negative stuffing. Therefore, there are certain frames 

within which more than n packets arrive. We can define such a frame as the following: 

Mk". The retiming frame number by the end of which (nMk+k) th  packet has completely 

arrived. 

As we will see in the following discussion, these M*'s provide useful information for 

us to estimate the stuffing ratio p. And once p has been estimated precisely, negative 

stuffing can be done once in every l/p frames as in case of asynchronous TDM and the 

large PAJ can be essentially removed. 
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4.3 Stuffing Ratio Estimation 

Since Ts<art is the starting time to read the buffer, according to the definition of Mk, 

we have: 

MkTj + Tstart >TP + 2?(nMjk+fc) + (nMk + k)Tg (4.4) 

and since Tj > nTg from Eq. (4.3), 

((Mi - l)n + k)Tg + + Tp > (Mk - 1)1/ + T,tort (4.5) 

Here the (nMk + k) th  packet delay is DnMk+k in the range [Dm{n, Dmax], and its 

generation time is Tg times nMk + k. From Eq. (4.4): 

Mk(Tf — nTg) ^ Tp — Tatart — DnMk+k "I" kTg 

or 

• j- ^ Tstart *~ Tp — DnMk+k kTg 
M k ~  n ( T g - T f / n )  n ( T g - T j / n )  

Defining AT = (T//n - Tg) and from Equation (4.5), we can express Mk as an integer: 

r_fc/n + Tp+DnMk+k-Tstart + k/nTg+£T] 

or 

Mk  = r-kin + Tp + Z?nMK+^rtart + kT} /n] (4.6) 

From this definition of Mk, it should be within M*iTno«], where 

i r I i I i kTj fn + Dmin + Tp — Tstart |  t A t\ 
Mk,min = l-k/n + -1 

nAr J (4.7) 
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and 

>I r » / . kTf/ll + Dmax + Tp — Tstarti /a o\ 
Mk,max = |  -k/n + nAT 1 (4.8) 

From Equation (4.6), it is dear that: 

M k  _  1  T f / n  
l&> k ~~n nAT 

Therefore, limfc_>ooMjfe/fc can be used to estimate AT, which in turn can be used to 

determine the stuffing ratio. Specifically, we can first use the quantity Mk/k to estimate 

AT. From Equation (4.6) and applying the packet transmission delay limits, we have: 

AT* — T//" _ ^tart ~ Dmin ~ Tp . . 
m.n " j + n M k f k  + n M k / k )  V • >  

and 

ATfc — T f ! n  _ ^art ~ Dmax ~ Tp . . 
m a x ~ l  + n M k / k  k ( l  + n M k / k )  K '  '  

Therefore, AT*f-n,AT*o;t approach AT as k gets large, p can be estimated from AT 

estimate. Since 

AT = T] jn — Tg — p/ fnns ~ p/ ftx 

we have: 

From 

we have 

ftx = P 

Pi fnns ~ AT 

ftx fnns T 
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From Equations (4.9) and (4.10), we have 

Pmin — P — pmax (4.12) 

where 

/W " 1 - ATminfnna/pL 

AT . f In 
(4.13) 

and 

Pmax 
1 A!Tmox/nn«/P 

ATmaxfnns /p (4.14) 

Also, we have 

,lim Pmin = lim pk
max = p 

k—>oo k-+ oo 

4.4 Buffer Occupancy Control 

In addition to estimating the stuffing ratio for a smooth negative stuffing operation, 

we also need to make sure that there is no buffer overflow or underflow. To prevent buffer 

underflow, we should see that for any M, there should be at least nM complete packets 

stored in the buffer by the end of frame M (see Equation (4.15)). This is because at least 

n packets are read out of the buffer in each retiming frame. 

This condition can be expressed as: 

Tp + Dmax + Tg(nM) < Tftart + MT] (4.15) 

for any M. From Equation (4.3), this condition implies 
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In other words, in order to avoid reading bits from an empty buffer, the buffer start-

reading time should be after Dmax + Tp. 

The above condition is under the assumption that we do not perform any negative 

stuffing. Since we need to introduce negative stuffing eventually, we have to consider 

additional conditions. First, we define an integer s as: 

r^moi Dmin-> 
^ I rp I 

19 

We can verify that as long as we do not perform negative stuffing before frame Ms, there 

will be no buffer underflow. 

Case I: For a frame I < Mi, to prevent buffer underflow, at least nl complete packets 

should have been stored by the end of frame I. This condition can be expressed as 

Tp + Dmax + nlTg < ITf + Tstart 

or simply 

Tp + Dmax ^ Tgtart 

Case II: For Mk < I < Mk+1, adding n(l - Mk)Tg on both sides of Equation (4.4), we 

have: 

(nMk + k)Tg + DnMk+k + Tp + n(l — Mk)Tg < MkTj + T ttart + n(l ~ Mk)Tg 

This can be simplified as: 

(nl + k)Tg + DnMk+k 4" Tp < Mk(Tj — nTg) + T ftart + nlTg 

The right hand side of the inequality can be further simplified as: 

Tstart + ITf + Mk(Tf — nTg) — l(Tj — nTg) 
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Since Ty > nTg and for / > Mk, this condition reduces to: 

Tstart + IT/ > (nl + k)Tg •+ DnMk+k + Tp (4.16) 

From the definition of integer s, we can rewrite Equation (4.16) as: 

Tatart + IT} > (nl + k - s)Tg + Dmax H" Tp (4.17) 

This condition implies that (nl + k — s) complete packets will arrive by the end of I th  

frame. Therefore, to prevent buffer underflow, no negative stuffing is done until after 

frame Ms. The buffer occupancy at the end of frame Ms  is sp. 

If negative stuffing done at p uniformly, at the end of each frame Mk (k > s), the 

buffer occupancy is: 

sp + (nMk + k)p - (nMs  + s)p - (Mk - M,)L - (Mk - Ma)p 

or 

B u f f e t k  =  M s p  +  k p -  M k p  (4-18) 

From Equations (4.2) and (4.6), we have 

k p  —  M k p  =  k p  —  f t x ( k p ! S T x  H" Dk + Tp — Tjtort) = /Tx(7jtort "" Dk ~ Tp) 

Substituting this into Equation (4.18), we can see that the buffer occupancy at the end 

of each frame Mk is: 

B u f f e r k  =  M t p  * f  f t x ( T t t a r t  D k  T p )  

This is finite and positive. Specifically, taking the limits of ftx, p and Dk, we have 

Buffermin < Buffer^ < Buffermax 
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where 

Buf f Crmin — MsPmin 4" ftx,— art ~ Dmax ~ ̂ p) 

Buffermax — Mapmax 4" ftx,+ (.Tstart Dmin ~ ̂ p)» 

and ftx,- and f t x,+ are minimum and maximum of /<x, respectively. 

4.5 Stuffing Ratio Adaptation Algorithm 

The last two sections explained the estimation of negative stuffing ratio and the buffer 

occupancy control. In this section, we explain how, practically, the estimated p is used 

to perform negative stuffing. 

First, from the discussion in the previous section, it is clear that if correct p were used 

in the negative stuffing after every M\h frame, the buffer occupancy is finite and positive 

and by controlling the buffer occupancy within the two limits, there will be no buffer 

overflow nor underflow. Therefore, if the buffer occupancy at the end of each Mk is out 

of the range [Buffermin,Buffermax], the next estimated stuffing ratio will be modified 

to move the buffer occupancy back within the range. 

From this observation, the adaptation of the stuffing ratio after every frame M* is 

based on the following rules: 

Case I: If Bu f ferk < Buffermin, pk  must be reduced so that the buffer occupancy can 

be higher than Buffermin. Specifically, we use 

Pactual = Pk- (Buffers - Buf ferk)/(Mk/k) (4.19) 
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where pk  is the estimated p according to algorithm described earlier and pk
c tuai is what 

is actually used. The second term that modifies the estimated pk is to move the buffer 

occupancy back to Buf fermin before the next pk+1 adaptation. If this Pactual *s smaller 

than p* t-B, we will take pk
c iual  = pk

min. 

Case II. Similarly, if Buf Jerk > Buffermax, pk  must be increased to reduce the buffer 

occupancy back within the range. Specifically, 

Pactual = pk  + (Buffer* - Buffermax)l(Mk/k) (4.20) 

And if  Pactual > Pmaxi We take pk
c tual  = pk

max. 

Case III. If Buffermin < Bufferk < Buffermax, we simply have 

Pactual P 

Once pk
ctUai i® decided, negative stuffing will occur every / or I + 1 frames between Mk 

and Mk+i, where I - [1 /pk
c iua,i. 

The choice of I or /+1 can be decided according to what is discussed in section 3.4.1, 

where two counters Sn and 5/ are used and Sn/Sj is the average negative stuffing ratio. 

Recall that Sj records the number of retiming frames and 5n records the number of 

negative stuffings, and both are reset at the beginning of frame Mk, k > s. Therefore, a 

simple rule to select I or I +1 is: 

V S n f S j < p  

I'= I 

else if Sn/Sj > p 

/ '  =  / + !  
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Figure 4.3: Adaptation of Stuffing Ratio 

Once the next negative stuffing is done, we update the counters as S j * - S f  + 1 '  and 

Sn *- Sn + 1 and same criterion is used for the next negative stuffing. 

Simulation has been done for DS1 signals (/nna set to 1.544 MHz.), where the input 

signal frequency ftx is chosen to be 10 ppm higher than /nri4, the retiming frame payload 

size L is equal to 1280 bits or 4 times the packet payload p = 320 bits, and the carrier 

frequency /c of the packet switching network is chosen to simulate SONET STS-3 signals 

(155.52 MHz). From these values, the exact stuffing ratio is obtained from the definition 

of p in Equation (4.2) as 0.0128. Figure (4.3), shows the adaptation of p within 25 extra 

packets. 
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4.6 Clock Recovery by Stuffing Bits Elimination 

In the circuit emulation block diagram shown in Figure (4.2), the second part is a PLL 

that removes the stuffing bits and regenerates a smooth clock. This is essentially the 

desynchronizer in asynchronous TDM discussed in Chapter 3. Therefore, the inclusion of 

this second part is to remove stuffing bits or to smooth the gapped clock. As discussed 

in Chapter 3, this clock smoothing process is not perfect and the final clock still contains 

an important kind of jitter called waiting time jitter. This waiting time jitter can only 

be minimized by appropriately choosing the RC constant of the loop filter and VCO gain 

constant Kvco as shown in Chapter 3. 

In the next chapter, we will consider a different clock recovery loop in the second stage 

to completely eliminate the jitter. The new recovery loop uses the estimated p to drive a 

PLL so that the regenerated clock is close to a jitter-free original dock if p is estimated 

accurately enough. 
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CHAPTER 5 

Clock Recovery for Circuit Emulation 

5.1 Introduction 

The adaptive negative stuffing algorithm [5] described in the previous chapter can 

satisfactorily estimate the stuffing ratio and recover the original transmitter clock. In 

the circuit emulation technique described in [5], a PLL is used after the negative stuffing 

retiming to remove the stuffing bits. However, due to the general low pass nature of a 

PLL, it is not possible to eliminate the low frequency waiting time jitter as explained in 

Chapter 3. This jitter accumulates and can be significant when a number of PLL's are 

cascaded in series. 

In this chapter, we describe a modified scheme to recover the transmitter clock. This 

modification is motivated from the observation that we can use the estimated p to recover 

the original clock directly, since estimation of p approaches the exact value as time evolves. 

With an accurate estimate of this parameter, we can recover the transmitter clock by 

simply using Equation (4.2): 

fax ~ /nn»(l "I" Pcstimatc/L) (5.1) 
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Figure 5.1: Realization of Clock Recovery from estimated Stuffing Ratio 

A practical implementation based on this observation is illustrated in Figure (5.1). 

This recovery or tracking loop1 is very similar to a typical PLL as explained in the next 

section. 

5.2 Tracking Loop 

The tracking loop illustrated in Figure (5.1) consists of up-down counters, a compara

tor, a loop filter and a voltage controlled oscillator. Therefore, with a proper design of 

the parameters, the tracking loop will drive the voltage controlled oscillator to regenerate 

the transmitter clock. 

The operation of the tracking loop can be understood from the following. The inputs 

to the up-down counters are the VCO output clock fvco and the non-negative stuffing 

1 Although the tracking loop is not exactly a classical phase lock loop, the shorthand notation PLL is 
used interchangeably since they are very similar. 
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clock fnns defined in the previous chapter. Over a time period NTj, where N is any 

integer, the comparator computes the following value: 

countwco counting _ 

where count,,,;,, is the number of clock cycles of fvco  over NTj, and countnn3 is the number 

of clock cycles of fnna over the same period. These numbers are computed by the up-down 

counters. The above value, computed from counter outputs can be expressed as: 

(fvco f n n s ) N T f  _  , ,  \rri fvco fnns T <co\ 
W — (Jvco ~ Jnns)l} — 7 -L> — P W-'y 
•*' Jnna 

By comparing this expression with Equation (4.2), we see that p will be identical to the 

estimated p if the VCO clock fvc0  is equal to the transmitter clock fax-

The comparator is followed by a loop filter whose input signal is equal to the difference 

(pestimate - />)• Therefore, the comparator is equivalent to a phase detector in a classical 

Phase Lock Loop with a unity gain. Practically, we do not know the exact p. We 

only know the estimated value peatimate which is very close to real p after some time. 

However, for the purpose of simulation, we may assume pe»timau K Pi and the function 

of the tracking loop is to bring p to penmate- As observed earlier, convergence of the 

stuffing ratio to the estimated value will be attained when the VCO tracks the input 

clock frequency estimate fox-
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5.3 Loop Analysis and Parameter Design 

From the block diagram of the tracking loop in Figure (5.1), the input signal to the 

VCO is: 

®C®in(0 = (Peatimate ~~ P(0) * KO 

where (p(t)-pe,umate) is the comparator output and l(t) is the loop filter impulse response. 

The instantaneous VCO frequency, as already shown in Chapter 3 is given by: 

fvco(t) — KvcoVCOin{t) -f" 27r freaonant 

The change in VCO frequency from the resonant frequency can therefore be expressed as: 

2jrAfVco(fy = 2n(fvco(t) ~~ freaonant) = Kvco(,Pestimate /KO) * KO 

or 

A.fvco{t) = (.KvCo/2lt)(pc3timate ~ /K0) * f(0 (®-3) 

At the same time, 

- ̂  fvco ~ fnna T freaonant "I" ^fvco fnna T /c p « - L = L (5.4) 
Jnna Jnna 

if we assume p foUows peatimate continuously. Practically, p is a step function since the up 

and down counters update p every NTj. 

Substituting for Afvc0(t) from Equation (5.3), we can modify the expression of p(t) as: 

(•ft'uco/2'T)(pestimate ~ P(0) * ̂ (0 4" (freaonant ~ fnna) 

"(,) Wi 

Taking Laplace transforms on both sides, we have: 

-/ •. (-Kuco/27r)(pe»timate/s  ~ P(s))L(s) (freaonant — fnna)/s  

M= P + Oi 
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or 

p(s)((KVC0/27r)L(s) + fnns/-^) — {^vco/^}{Peatimate/s)^J(s) "f (/resonant fnns)/s  

Therefore the Laplace transform of p(t) is given by: 

~t \ (•^uco/2T)(Pe5<imate/s)^'(s) + {/resonant ~~' fnns)/s  /c c\ 
M = (Jr„/2r)L(.) + U./L (5 '5)  

From the tracking loop in Figure (5.1), we can see that if p = pestimate in the steady 

state, the VCO input signal is zero and therefore, the VCO oscillating frequency is its 

resonant frequency. In other words, the VCO clock is not equal to the transmitter clock in 

the steady state. However, the difference (p — Pestimate) and consequently, the difference 

between the VCO output clock and the original transmitter clock can be reduced by 

making VCO gain large enough as evident from the following. Erom Equation (5.5), 

using the final value theorem of Laplace transforms: 

-/ \ Pestimate(KVC0/2ir) 4" (/resonant — fnns)/s  /c c\ 

S3 = (*.»/* x) + /nn./X (5-6) 

If we set fresonant = fnn$> the steady state value of p becomes: 

Pestimate ( K Vco /2lr) (r. 7\ 

*"""' (i»w+Ui 1 ' 

The difference between Pestimate and the steady state value is 

Pestimate ~ P steady ~ PesiimateTT? /0_\ . J 77" (®*®) 
(Kvco/2ir) + Jnnaf 

Therefore, the convergence accuracy of p with respect to Ptstimate in the steady state 

depends entirely on the choice of the VCO gain constant Kvco. Larger the VCO gain 

constant, smaller the difference (pestimate - p) in the steady state. We can also note 
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that in the steady state, p  converges to a value smaller than p eaUmate- In other words, 

the steady state difference (pestimate - Psteady) is positive. Therefore, since in the steady 

state, p is a little lower than pettimate for a given Kvco, we can increase Pestimate by a small 

amount so that p converges to the actual Pestimate and the VCO clock fvco will be equal 

to the transmitter clock fax-

Actually, Pestimate is an estimated value and not the exact one. Hence, the recovered 

clock is only an estimate and not identical to the original transmitter clock. Therefore, a 

practical solution is to use an additional buffer. The buffer gets data from retiming PLL 

stage in chapter 4 and is read out by the VCO clock derived in this chapter. When buffer 

occupancy gets bigger, it means VCO speed is slower; so we can increase pestimate & little 

bit to move up p and vice versa. To focus on the PLL tracking behavior and performance, 

this Pestimate adaptation is not studied in this thesis. 

The loop filter following the comparator is assumed to be a first order low pass filter 

with a transfer function: 

L^ = 1 + sRC 

The complete transfer function of the loop or the closed loop response is given by the 

ratio p(s)/pestimate(a) where pe,timate(s) is simply pe,timau/s- From Equation (5.5), if we 

set fresonant = fnntt we can obtain the total transfer function as: 

ff( \  - fa) - (KVC0/2x)L(s) Kvco/2ir 
( s )  ~  P e , t i m a u (s) (Kvco/2*)L(s) + fnn,/L (Kvco/2w + Jnna/L) + (RCfnn./L)s 

(5.9) 

From the loop transfer function, we know the system is of first order. In addition to Kvco 

and fnna/L, the speed of convergence of the system is determined by the time constant 
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RC of the filter. A large time constant corresponds to a slow system, and a small time 

constant corresponds to a fast system. However, as we can see from Equation (5.7), the 

time constant is inconsequential in the final value of p. 

It should be noted that Equation (5.9) is only an approximation from Equation (5.4). 

Since p changes every NTj, the "smoothness" of p depends strongly on integer N. NTj 

also determines the convergence speed. Therefore, to increase the speed of convergence 

and to make p smoother, N should be made smaller. However, from Equation (5.2), 

smaller the N, worse the resolution in computing p. This indicates a trade-ofF between 

the speed of convergence and accuracy of p in choosing N. 

5.4 Loop Simulation 

To provide a mathematical formulation for the loop performance simulation and design, 

this section describes the mathematical background for the loop simulation. 

A current value p as shown in Equation (5.2) is computed every time period NTj. If 

we denote the last time point when p was computed as the next time point when 

the value will change again can be defined as: 

tnext — tlaat "I" NTj 

From Figure (5.1), we have seen that the loop filter output or the input signal to the 

VCO can be expressed as: 

VCO(s) = C(s)-L(s) 

where c(t) is the comparator output at time t, equal to the difference between pe$timate 

and p. The output c(t) is constant between tia»t and tnext i-e- its value changes only at 
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every NTj. Therefore, a sample of the input control voltage at any time t can be obtained 

by interpolating from the previous value as in Equation (3.14): 

•aat 

Since the instantaneous frequency of the VCO is proportional to the input voltage 

signal vcoin(t), we have: 

As mentioned in Chapter 3, the signal Kvcovcoin(t) controls the instantaneous frequency 

of the VCO. Therefore, a constant control signal produces a constant frequency at the 

output. This is the state of convergence or steady state. 

The VCO output phase <f>(t) is the integration of the VCO instantaneous frequency; 

therefore, we have: 

c(t') • e-'-xr dt' (5.10) 

27l7„co(t) — 27T/resonant (5.11) 

where 

J O  J O  

In general, we have: 

re*onani 

$(^next) — ^{Uaat) + ̂  fresonant(t ~ tlast) + 
i|a«t 

From Equation (5.10), 
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Therefore, Equation (5.13) reduces to: 

Kvco [RC(vCOin(tlast) ~ C(t))(l - e~ "̂") + 

C(t){t — t/ast)] "1" 27r/rej0nant(^ — Uast) (5'^) 

With this VCO output phase, the count number countvco can be simply obtained by 

. QClncxt) ~ 
COUTltvco = — 1 

2tt 

where tnexi — tiast = NTj. With the formulation of these signals in the loop, the next 

section presents the simulation results. 

5.5 Simulation Results 

In the simulation, the non-negative stuffing clock fnni is set equal to 1.544 MHz to 

simulate DS1 signals. Also, the retiming frame size is assumed to be 1280 bits and the 

free running frequency of the VCO fTe»onant is set equal to /nn4. The parameters Kvco, 

RC, pestimate, and integer N are varied to study the convergence behavior of p. Three 

values of pestimate assumed in the simulation are: 0.0128,0.05 and 0.128. 

For a constant N, the time of convergence of p to the estimate seems to reduce with 

increasing Kvco. Figures (5.2),(5.3) and (5.4) illustrate the convergence behavior of p 

for N = 1, RC = 1.5 seconds and various values of the VCO gain constant Kvco. For 

Kvco equal to 2500000, 3500000 and 5000000 respectively, the steady state values are: 

0.012761,0.012772 and 0.012781 for a stuffing ratio of 0.0128. When Kveo is set equal to 

3500000, 5000000 and 6500000 respectively, the exact steady state values are: 0.049892, 

0.049924 and 0.049942 for 0.05 and 0.127723, 0.127806 and 0.127851 for 0.128. We see 
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that the convergence accuracy of p improves with increasing Kvco. This agrees with the 

observation in Equation (5.8). 

For stuffing ratios 0.128 and 0.05, we can see that there is a slight peak in the response 

for Kvco = 6500000. As pointed out earlier, this is due to the non-continuity of p(t). 

When Kvco is large, the speed of convergence is more and the non-continuity becomes 

important. As a result, p initially tends to "converge" to a wrong value higher than the 

actual one. This results in the overshoot. This overshoot occurs also when we use a 

smaller time constant RC. This is illustrated in Figures (5.5), (5.6) and (5.7). The time 

of convergence seems to reduce as RC decreases from 2 to 1.5 seconds for stuffing ratios 

0.05 and 0.128. However, by further reducing RC to 1 second (for stuffing ratio 0.0128), 

there is an overshoot in the response. For a time constant of 0.5 seconds, the peak and 

subsequent oscillations in the output response are clear for all values of the stuffing ratio. 

As mentioned before, larger the integer N, larger the time of convergence. Therefore, 

at a given Kvco and RC, integer N is also important in determining the convergence speed 

and the overshoot in the response. Figures (5.8) and (5.9) show the convergence behavior 

of various stuffing ratios with two different values of N. 

The time of convergence is smaller for N = 1 than for N = 3. The overshoots in the 

system response could be avoided when N is reduced from 3 to 1 for Kvco = 5000000 and 

RC = 1.5 seconds. Erom Figures (5.8) and (5.9), it is observed that for a given Kvc0, 

RC, and N, the time of convergence is smaller and accuracy is better for smaller values 

of the stuffing ratio which we defined in Equation (4.2) as: 

STX ~ /resonant jr 

/resonant 
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Figure 5.2: Convergence characteristics for a Stuffing Ratio of 0.128 with various VCO 
Gains 
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Figure 5.3: Convergence characteristics for a Stuffing Ratio of 0.05 with various VCO 
Gains 
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Figure 5.4: Convergence characteristics for a Stufiing Ratio of 0.0128 with various VCO 
Gains 
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Figure 5.8: Convergence characteristics of various Stuffing Ratios for N=1 

This indicates that, smaller the offset between the input clock frequency fxx and the 

VCO resonant frequency fresonant, smaller the time it takes for the system to converge to 

the Anal value and better the convergence accuracy. 

5.6 Receiver Clock Jitter 

The main function of the tracking loop is to recover the phase and frequency with 

minimum jitter. By correcting the read-out frequency fvco, we can control the phase 
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Figure 5.9: Convergence characteristics of various Stuffing Ratios for N=3 
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difference between the transmitter and the reconstructed clocks. Therefore, the amount 

of jitter depends on the convergence accuracy of fvco with respect to fox- Generally, it is 

good enough to maintain a phase difference within 2tt or jitter within one bit. Therefore 

the effectiveness of the proposed clock recovery scheme is evaluated by the amount of the 

recovered clock jitter. Jitter, in general, is defined as: 

M = M - M  (5.i5) 

where 

0( t )  = 2irfrxt 

and <}>{t) is the phase of the recovered clock from the PLL, computed according to 

Equation (5.14). The final jitter normalized to bits is the difference 

f T X t  (5.16) 

For Kvco= 5000000, RC—1.5 sec. and N=l, the steady state values observed for 

various values of pestimate are: 0.012781 for 0.0128, 0.049924 for 0.05, 0.127806 for 0.128 

and 0.365446 for an estimate of 0.366. Note that the convergence accuracy is better for 

lower values of the stuffing ratio estimate. However, as the steady state values in each 

case are a little lower than the estimated values, the VCO output frequency is not exactly 

the same as the original transmitter frequency2 but a little lower. Consequently, the 

normalized jitter defined in Equation (5.16) will have a negative slope. 

As mentioned earlier, if p is a little lower than pe,timatt for a given Kvco, accurate 

convergence can be attained by increasing pettimate by a small amount so that p converges 

2 Note that we assume p<«t>mate « P for simulation purposes. 
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Figure 5.10: The Recovered Clock Jitter Characteristics of various Stuffing Ratios 

to the actual PtsUmatc As a result, the VCO input signal will be just sufficient to make the 

VCO clock follow the transmitter clock. Consequently, the negative slope of the recovered 

clock jitter will be cancelled. Figure (5.10) shows the recovered clock jitter characteristics 

when the estimated value is slightly increased inorder that the convergence in the steady 

state is accurate in each case. Due to the fact that in the steady state, the recovered p is 

made to converge to the exact value of the estimated stuffing ratio, the VCO frequency is 

same as the transmitter frequency and the jitter in the recovered clock reaches a constant 

value in each case. However, we can 6ee clearly that as the stuffing ratio increases, so 

does the recovered dock jitter. 

In conclusion, given an estimated value of the stuffing ratio, the parameters Kvco, RC 

and N can be appropriately chosen for a desired accuracy and time of convergence. By 
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slightly increasing the estimated value, accurate convergence can be attained in the steady 

state and the proposed clock recovery loop can regenerate the original clock with minimal 

jitter. 
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CHAPTER 6 

Conclusions 

In this thesis, we have studied how to provide continuous bit rate services such as 

voice and video over packet switching networks. A continuous bit rate service generates a 

constant packet stream after packetization. Since packet switching has random delay and 

packet loss, the CBR service performance can be unacceptable if the original service bit 

timing is not recovered properly. Therefore, the random delay between packets has to be 

minimized to reconstruct a similar continuous signal at the receiver. This reconstruction 

of the original continuous bit stream after packet switching is called circuit emulation. 

A circuit emulation technique that has been recently proposed uses negative stuffing 

to retime the received bursty packets from a local clock. A phase lock loop (PLL) is then 

used to smooth the retimed signal by removing the stuffing bits. The loop can eliminate 

most of the timing jitter from the stuffing bits except the low frequency component called 

waiting time jitter. A detailed analysis and simulation of a phase lock loop used for dock 

smoothing has been done to optimize the PLL jitter performance. It has been found that 

jitter can be minimized by increasing the VCO gain and decreasing the stuffing-ratio. 

Power spectrum analysis of jitter has also been done to study the low pass nature of the 
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PLL. It shows that the PLL has undesirable peaking which may be a problem when a 

number of PLLs are cascaded. 

Therefore, a modified scheme of stuffing retiming has been developed to further min

imize the jitter. The modified scheme uses the estimated frequency difference between 

the original transmitter clock and the local retiming clock to derive the original clock. 

A detailed analysis has been done for this scheme. Computer simulation shows that by 

choosing the loop parameters properly, we can essentially eliminate the clock jitter. 

For future work, a practical implementation for the modified clock recovery scheme is 

useful. Since the accuracy of the recovered clock from the modified scheme depends on 

the accuracy of the estimated stuffing ratio, a practical design needs to take a small error 

into consideration. One way to overcome this is to use an additional buffer and adapt the 

estimated stuffing ratio according to the buffer occupancy. In the steady state, the buffer 

occupancy should stay constant when the true stuffing ratio is obtained. 
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APPENDIX A 

The first section is a detailed description of linear data interpolation. Jitter data is first 

decimated for deriving the power spectrum by periodogram spectral estimation method. 

The second section explains the properties of periodogram computed from the DFT. 

A.l Linear Interpolation 

The data considered for spectral estimation includes a large time window and the 

purpose of linear interpolation is to determine the sample points at uniform intervals of 

time for decimating the data. Let 6t be the time spacing of the sampled signal; then 

sampling frequency fs = 1 /St. We arrive at a finite duration sequence x(n) by sampling 

the jitter waveform j(t) = j(nSt) at this frequency. Frequency resolution or the increment 

between frequency components in the DFT denoted by Sf is defined as 1/N6t where N 

is the number of points in the the sampled waveform. 

The time interval T over which the record of data samples is distributed divided by 

the desired number of samples (N) gives the uniform time spacing St between any two 

samples. More precisely: 

T/N = St 

=• NSf = 1 /St 
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Let the jitter data obtained is s,- at t{ i.e. if the jitter waveform j(t) can be de

scribed by the discrete points: (fo, 50)) (h, ̂ i), (*2> ^2) • - -i then the waveform j(nSt), n = 

0,1,..N — 1 will have samples St apart or the bit period of the sampled waveform is 

St. Therefore, second sample will be at time + St. If ti < ti, the sample value is 

interpolated from the most adjacent samples as: 

«i = so + ((si - so)/(*i - t0))6t 

and the ith sample value is evaluated at <,• = <0 + iSt provided £; lies between U-i and 

ti, from points a,- and as: 

Si—1 + ((«,• - Si_i)/(<i - ti-l))6t 

In general, if t,+i > i,- + St > ti, the sample point is interpolated as above from the 

most adjacent Sj+i and s,\ Let's denote this sample by s and the time point (ti + St)as t. 

The next sample will be at i + St. Let's denote the point by tnew. If 

'i+l > tnew > t 

then the sample snew will be interpolated from s and Sj+i and the interpolation is con

tinued until N samples are computed. 

A.2 Properties of Periodogram 

Say, the jitter waveform for which the spectrum has to be evaluated is of length T 

seconds. By definition, this is the record length. For a bit period of St seconds, the 

relationship between T, St and number of samples used to represent the waveform is: 

St = T/N 
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As mentioned earlier, the frequency resolution between DFT components is denoted 

by A/ and is given by: 

A/ = 1 /NSt = 1/T 

The DFT components can be thought of as being folded about 1/26t in frequency and so 

the periodogram power spectrum S^(k) = l/N \ X(k) \2 will be symmetrical about /«/2. 
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APPENDIX B 

B.l Waiting Time Jitter frequency components 

We will show the expressions for calculating the magnitudes and frequencies of the 

jitter components due to pulse stuffing in a straight forward way, by means of a Fourier 

transform of the jitter waveform described by Equation (3.2). The autocorrelation of the 

process (j(t) - fia) is obtained in Duttweiler's paper as: 

Ca{t) = E[(j(s + t) - fia)(j{s) - //,)] (B.l) 

The power spectrum of j(t) is then obtained as the Fourier transform of Ct(t). For 

detailed analysis and derivation of the waiting time jitter power spectrum, please refer to 

[2]. 

For convenience, we can rewrite Equation (3.2) as: 

j(p»0 = A - 1 -I- pt - p[t] + p[t] - [/>[<]] = (A - 1) + pfi(t) + n{p[t]) (B.2) 

where 

fi(x) = x - [x] 

The plot of fi(t) is a sawtooth waveform and illustrated in Figure (B.l). The third term 

/i(p[f]) is a staircase waveform as illustrated in Figure (B.2). Since the function /t(p[t]) 
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1 

Figure B.l: Saw tooth nature of (t-[t]) 

changes values only where t is an integer, we can have the following equivalent expression: 

/*(PW) = {U{t)-U(t-l))* • «j»*(9) 

where 

U(t) is the unit step function, 

* stands for convolution, 

rep6(t) is the impulse train: J2nL-oo W* ~ n)» 

£(•) is the Dirac delta function. 

Noting that fi(p\t])6(t) = p.(pt)6(t), we have 

ti(p[t]) = (U(t) - U(t - 1 ))*(tipt) • repS(t)) (B.3) 

Substituting Equation (B.3) into Equation (B.2), we have: 

S(p,t) = A - 1 + pp,(t) + (U(t)-U(t-l))* (ft(pt) • rep 6(t)) . (B.4) 

The Fourier transform of j(p, t): 

F(j(p,t)) = F(A - 1) + pF(rft)) + F(U(t) - U(t — 1 ))Ffa(p(t)) * F(repS(t)) 
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Figure B.2: Typical plot of p[f] - [/>[<]] 

gives 

(A-l  )*(/)+ f )  ( J L . ) 6 ( f - n )  +  s i n c ( f )  f] -  n p )  *  r e p  6 { f )  (B.5) 
n——oo n=—oo 

The third term in this expression (ignoring the phase terms) can be simplified as: 

rep6{f) * £( x—XKf ~ «p) + Kf + "/»)) = II(2^)(reP^(/ ~ nP) + reP6(f + nP)) 
n=l n=l 

Since, the first term in Equation (B.5) is a DC term or a constant phase shift, it is 

not important in the jitter analysis. The second term consists of high frequency terms 

(/ > 1), only at multiples of maximum stuffing frequency. They will be attenuated by 

the PLL (functioning as a low pass filter to jitter) and therefore, not important. The 

third term carries important information about the frequency content of the waiting time 

jitter. For each n, there are two frequency components due to: 

and 

respectively. We can show that for certain n where fi(np) is small, these components lie 

at lower frequencies. In Figure (B.3), the first three components of the defining sum of 
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Figure B.3: Low frequency components of waiting time jitter 

the third term are plotted and it can be seen that these components are mirror image 

about half of the maximum stuffing frequency and lie in a frequency range from zero 

to maximum stuffing frequency. From the Fourier transform, it is clear that the low 

frequency content of the waiting time jitter waveform is determined by p through the 

third term in Equation (B.5). This is the same conclusion as in Duttweiler's paper[2]. 

However, it is interesting to note that the magnitude squared of the Fourier transform 

F(s(p, t)) shown in Equation (B.5), ignoring the DC term, directly gives us the same 

expression for the power spectrum as in Duttweiler's paper, without having to derive the 

covariance of j(p,t). 
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